1) DEVOLUTION
1 I am quite shocked that women from outside N Ireland are trying to impose their colonial mentality on our country. Extreme violence has taken place in the past in these lands and I have no desire to see the butchered human remains of unborn children dumped in waste bags in modern times or flushed down toilets. Look at what is happening in Southern Ireland. Are you serious? 400 Euros to carry out an abortion = money for killing - there is no getting round this fact.

2 Why are outsiders interfering in our political system? They don't represent us and can only offer death. The history of abortion in UK has brought misery. A young woman who I met this year told me she was raped but that the abortion was far worse than the rape. A woman who had had an abortion many years ago - still crying and wondering what the child would be like as each year goes by. What about the fathers? They too grieve. We are made for life.

3 A man who worked in an abortion theatre - what was his job? To make sure that all the limbs of the butchered child were in the dish - they all had to be accounted for - literally counted to death. Eventually he managed to find other employment but only after severe bullying.

4 Medical students are taught that fertilization indicates the beginning of life. Why the continual lie that a foetus is not the early stage of a person's life? Didn't the news media recently report that Prince Harry and Megan Markle are expecting a baby?

5 Why are businesses/organisations so careful about pregnant employees and insurance claims even in the early stages? They know it's a baby!

6 I want N Ireland to shine to the world as a country that really cares for its unborn. We have done very well to present and we don't want our young people to think that it is acceptable to sleep around/have promiscious relationships and then end the life that they have created. Government ministers need to instil true responsibility and look after every individual. Contraception and immorality are also directly related to this issue.

7 Human rights means Human Rights for all individuals - and not selecting some for death. Governments are quick to criticise wars in other countries yet the greatest war in our time is the one in the womb - and the Equalities Committee wants to extend that war - what hypocrisy!

8 What decent person would want to pay for someone to die?

Keep your hands off our unborn children - let them live!

You are here because you were allowed to live and make yours.

2) DISTINCTIVE LAW AND CULTURE
Our Laws are there because they matter - it's as simple as that!
3) HUMAN RIGHTS & EQUALITY
It seems a bit hypocritical to say you are the "Equalities" Committee and then decide that someone should die!

4) PERSONAL STORIES
Apart from the above stories I also know a young girl who had an abortion and said she was ill. This is seriously affecting our young people and it is not unknown for individuals to have 2 or 3 abortions. This seriously devalues life, affects the mental health of individuals and is something they have to live with for the rest of their lives.
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